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Corrigendum
Ž .Volume 227, Number 2 2000 , in the article ‘‘The GelfandKirillov
Conjecture for Lie Algebras of Dimension at Most Eight,’’ by Jacques
Alev, Alfons I. Ooms, and Michel van den Bergh, pages 549581
.doi.10.1006jabr.1999.8192 : On page 551, the assumption ‘‘where t
Ž Ž Ž ...trdeg Z D L ’’ was omitted in the statement of Lemma 1. The correctk
form of the lemma is thus as follows:
Ž .LEMMA 1. Suppose D L can be generated oer k by the elements
p , q , . . . , p , q , z , . . . , z1 1 s s 1 t
     such that for all i, j : 1, . . . , s, p , p  0, q , q  0, p , q   , andi j i j i j i j
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .z , . . . , z  Z D L , where t  trdeg Z D L . Then D L 1 t k
Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž .. Ž .D Z D L , a Weyl skew field, and Z D L  k z , . . . , z , a purelys 1 t
Ž .transcendental extension of k. In particular L satisfies GK .
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